Comprehensive inventory management designed to do more
Nucleus is the premier inventory management solution for community oncology. From effectively reducing on-hand inventory and associated carrying costs to tracking and managing patient dispenses, Nucleus helps your practice to work as efficiently and effectively as possible, improving patient care in the process.

Each Nucleus user in your practice can access our secure portal through a web browser as well as through the smart dispensing stations. The station houses a built-in touchscreen and keypad. It can be customized with a combination of refrigerated storage, ambient storage, and locked bins and drawers to fit your needs. Nucleus can also offer locks for existing refrigerators, and a smaller control unit if space is limited.

You can order, dispense, and track product or run more than fifty customizable reports to identify cost savings, reveal unused product, inventory not accounted for, and more. Billing and cost information is available in a HIPAA-compliant format from the portal or the station itself. All reports can be downloaded as a PDF or Excel file, with specific filter options available, and these reports can be automatically scheduled and emailed. Our dedicated report analysts are available to customize reports for your practice if needed.

We know every practice is unique. That’s why Nucleus is designed hand-in-hand with oncology practices to be easy to use, to support oncology-specific workflows, and to offer the advanced reporting and customizable features you need.

“A solution designed with your practice in mind

“Just wanted to drop you a line to say how great the Nucleus install and training went here. They were wonderful: took extra time helping things get set up and entered in the system and worked to get some things tweaked just like we wanted.”

Oncology Nurse, Texas
At the center of your practice

Oncology is evolving. From technology to treatment to regulations, staying current is fundamentally important. That’s why we continually update Nucleus with features made specifically for how you treat patients today.

**Reduce carrying costs and unlock data insights**
- Reduce on-hand inventory and associated carrying costs while increasing billing accuracy at the same time
- Assign multi-tier purchase order approvals
- Automatically calculate waste of single dose vials, with the option to store multidose vials outside of the station

**Efficient and reliable purchase order process**
- Purchase order integration means you receive essential serialization information automatically: the amount, expiration date, and lot number are recorded for every item shipped
- Uncover unused product, find unaccounted stock, learn how many days products are kept in stock, and even automate your restocking. Automatically match and configure items on med orders to available items.
- Order from more than 27 vendors

**Streamline workflows and centralize visibility**
- Quickly determine a patient’s medical history and critical safety elements with the advanced patient history screen
- The Witness feature requires two people to confirm and record controlled substance transactions, helping your practice stay compliant and reduce risks
- Pre-key future dispenses

**Manage inventory more easily and effectively**
- Easily view inventory levels and transient products between clinics and across all dispense stations using one single system
- Assign and view audit favorites on all stations within your practice
- Customize and reprint bag labels and receipts (QOPI compliant)
We are united in our responsibility to create healthier futures.

For more details on Nucleus and to schedule a demo, contact your Oncology Supply representative, call 800.633.7555 or visit www.oncologysupply.com/nucleus.